
AdvAntAge from Power BoArd 2 to other BoArds on the mArket

Power Board 2.0 other Boards

Rubber Mat is better quality, More rubber inside the  
mat, more flexible and more resistant against outer  

weather condition.

Other Boards use thin PVC mats with less rubber. 
Weather conditon can influlence the surface.

Plastic parts match 100% to each other. Whole appearance 
is high value. Plastic is thicker and made from new plastic.

Other Boards use thin Material and re material.  
And Fixing not good

Plastic parts are direct injected colour. Mostly boards are painted which poor of  
quality and get scratched easy.

Speed range is from 3,6-13Hz into 20 Speeds. The usability 
for users range is bigger for people from young to very old.

Other Boards work mostly from 5-9Hz.  
This makes the usability of useres and benefits less.

The Amplitude is 18mm. This causes better  
effect and benefit to the Body.

Most Boards are 14mm or less.  
The effect to the body is less.

Board works with Low Voltage System. This makes the  
performance more stable and gives better quality.

Most Boards are high voltage systems which can  
get easier defective and the performance not stable.

Board can be operated by remote control  
and also on the Display of the Board. Mostly Boards can be operated only by remote control.

The Board has a LED screen with all Information Mostly Boards have only LED Lamps for Information or no 
Display at all

Mechanism Frame is made by soldering robots. So the  
stability and performance is very high and precise.

Frames soldered by hand. Mostly not precise  
and less value.

User Load is till 120KG. 
Performance stays the same.

Mostly Boards starts to operate bad by  
100 Kg loading and not stable.

Board work with 200 Watt which makes the  
Board powerfull and stable by heavy load. Mostly Boards work between 100-150W.

The Other Apperance is very unique and  
Trendy for the Market.

Mostly Boards have the same looking no  
difference to compititors.
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